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Moving the Silence
A dialogue between art and spirituality

Gabriele Goria

Not all men are called to be hermits, 
but all men need enough silence and solitude in their lives 

to enable the deep inner voice of their own true self 
to be heard at least occasionally.

Thomas Merton21

I am an actor and theatre pedagogue specialized in oriental psycho-physical disci-
plines. My current interest is to e plore and develop meditative ways o  working 
in the field o  art.
This article will illustrate the artistic research on silence I have conducted throu-
ghout the two years of my Master’s degree programme in Theatre Pedagogy at the 

niversity o  Arts- heatre Academy o  elsinki (2011-201 ). In particular I will 
focus on the creative process which led me towards the production of a performan-
ce built throughout a our-month-work without use o  speech: oving t e i ence.
I will conclude by briefly illustrating the uture developments o  my research, 
which is currently dealing with the challenge of integrating meditative, artistic and 
ascetic practices within the rhythm o  an average working and amily-li e: Hermits 
in Progress.

Introduction
The choice of silence as a topic of my artistic research is not a matter of chance.
I was born in a multi-religious amily: grandparents atholic and parents ollo-
wers o  Paramahansa ogananda (the first great Indian master who spent most o  
his life in the West, author of the spiritual classic Autobiography of a Yogi and 
ounder o  the Sel -Realization ellowship). As bilingual children naturally accept 

and learn two different languages as though they were one, I grew up with the 
Christian Gospel in one hand and the Hindu Bhagavadgita in the other. In the 

atholic hurch I was baptized with the name Gabriele, which means the army 
o  God , and in the Sel -Realization ellowship I received a second baptism with 
the name Shanti eva: divinity o  peace . ar  and peace : this was the first 

21  Thomas Merton, The Silent Life, arrar, Straus and Girou , New ork 1 .
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symbolic contradiction o  my li e. As soon as I began to develop critical thinking, 
I started to notice differences between the two religious beliefs, and to question 
which one was the best, which one was my own, or should I abandon both and live 
without. At the age o  nine I met my first master o  traditional oriental martial arts: 
my thirst or spirituality awakened in a new perspective, and I became amiliar with 
the concept of dynamic meditation too. Later I met the theatre, which opened me to 
the horizon o  sel -e pression.
During the teenage period, I felt the urge to choose one path and at the same time 
the impossibility of doing it. I began a painful internal struggle to decide which 
discipline I should sacrifice. I was captured by the trap o  rationalism and logic: the 
opposites e clude each other, they cannot live together. I proceeded very slowly, 
with frustration, discouragement, anger.

hen I graduated rom heatre Academy (Roma, 2001), I started to mi  my compe-
tences together, developing combinations o  theatre and martial arts, e periencing 
art’s potentialities in relation with particular areas of spirituality, such as Eastern 
meditation, Christian prayer and personal dialogue with the holy scriptures.
And finally, thanks to a series o  encounters, the practice o  silence entered into my 
daily li e. It helped me to ace my own inner reality: it gradually became the ground 
where di erent aspects o  my li e could find a connection. I realized that there was 
a very concrete link between all my passions, a place where everything could live 
together in peace at the same time: mysel . I began uestioning what kind o  silence 
that was. I realized that the direct responsibility or my internal change lay not with 
silence itself, but with my attitude towards it. I was no longer passive, I was tasting 
silence with a constant e ort to remain alert, awakened, opened and ocused. I was 
walking on the path o  active silence and I elt the urge to share my e perience with 
other people.

he Italian biologist Giuseppe arbiero suggests a distinction between passive and 
active silence.1

Passive silence is e ternally imposed. Mind is like an empty container which needs 
to be continuously filled with new impulses. Attention is captured by means o  
increasingly entertaining and distracting stimulations.
Active silence, in contrast, is an act of commitment which comes from within and 
opens the attention to a new dimension, making the action, physical or intellectual, 
fluid and e ective: the mind is ull o  awareness. Active silence orms the capacity 
of attention, by giving time for waiting, listening and elaborating.
I have ound an interesting parallel to arbiero’s scientific view about passive and 
active silence in the mystical e pression o  homas Merton:

1 Giuseppe arbiero, Alice enessia, lsa ianco, lena amino, Maria errando, ina ara o u 
reire, Rita Vittori, Di silenzio in silenzio, Anima Mundi ditrice, Rimini 200 .
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Silence has many dimensions. It can be a regression and an escape, a loss of self, or 
it can be presence, awareness, unification, sel -discovery. Negative silence blurs and 
con uses our identity, and we lapse into daydreams or di use an ieties. Positive silence 
pulls us together and makes us realize who we are, who we might be, and the distance 
between these two.2

In March 2012 I led a one-day workshop with the title Living the Silence in seven 
di erent environments (among them: a school, two monasteries and a heatre 
Academy), where I e plored many possible combinations o  art and meditation, 
making use o  analogic drawing, Ch’i Kung (Chinese breathing techniques develo-
ping inner energy), T’ai Chi Ch’üan (the Supreme Polarity -boxing), Orazio Costa 
mimic method (an Italian method o  body e pressivity), writing and reading e er-
cises, in order to understand how the participants e perienced silence. I collected 
their own written eedbacks, which became the main material o  my analysis.

he e perience o  the Living the Silence-workshop rein orced my conviction that 
many artistic disciplines may be included in the practice of active silence, since 
they offer same conditions, facilitating processes of self-awareness. I believe 
that a parallel practice of meditation and art may produce empowering creative 
interactions.

Moving the Silence
In September 2012, the dance-pedagogue erika Arposalo and I started a research 
on the uses of silence in arts-teaching and on spiritual dialogue in relationship with 
arts.

ogether with the niversity- haplain Rev. enri rvinen, we organized a two-
week-workshop, where we e plored several meditation-techni ues, e pressive 
movement and dance. urthermore, we made use o  Ikebana (the apanese art 
o  arranging flowers) and ’ai hi-techni ues. An e ceptional characteristic o  
the workshop was that, a ter a brie  introductory e planation, work proceeded in 
silence.

he working team developed the pro ect into a per ormance, Moving the Silence, 
by deepening different methods of analysis and use of silence. Main purpose of 
the research was to look or meditative approaches to arts and on the other hand 
to maintain a creative attitude towards meditation-practice. he working method 
reminded silence-retreats: each rehearsal began with one-hour-meditation and 
continued in silence, including pauses and lunch-breaks. he same method was 
applied later on during performances.

2  Thomas Merton, Creative Silence, he aptist Student , 4 , , Southern aptist heological 
Seminary, Louisville 1 , http: www.monasticdialog.com bulletins merton.htm .   

http://www.monasticdialog.com/bulletins/67/merton.htm
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One uestion I have heard o ten is: how could you create and direct a per ormance 
without saying a single word? O  course, we had to develop a strategy: rehearsals 
ollowed the same structure every day. hey become like a ritual, composed by 

moments o  meditation, teaching and ree e plorations. ut the most interesting 
surprise has been that silence allowed me to give up with my role o  director: the 
more I put mysel  apart, the more the inner teacher o  each per ormer awakened. 

he structure o  our rehearsals changed gradually and evolved into a comple  inte-
ractive game, where meditation and improvisation were affecting each other. I am 
not e aggerating by a firming that the per ormance generated by itsel .
An interesting e ample is the creative interaction which spontaneously began to 
happen between ’ai hi-practice, meditation and e pressive movement: that 
actually shaped the whole performance.
In the Moving the Silence-rehearsals we always preceded the practice of T’ai Chi 
with meditation and h’i Kung. T’ai Chi Ch’üan (太極拳) literally means «Supreme 
Polarity bo ing : it is there ore a martial art based on the principles o  in- ang, 
rooted in the non-violent and highly mystical philosophy of Taoism. The breathing 
techniques used in T’ai Chi Ch’üan are dealing with the same energy-channels 
common to other oriental practices. That is why the practice of this discipline may 
be helped or e ample by a preliminary training in simple breathing e ercises rom 

h’i Kung and oga.
Relationships between ’ai hi h’ an and static meditation have been e plored 
for hundreds of years, and they are considered by Taoist tradition two complemen-
tary aspects o  the same path:

After the practice of T’ai Chi Ch’üan for a long period you should stop and pass to the 
meditation. A ter you have reached a remarkable calmness, you should start again to 
practice the movements of T’ai Chi Ch’üan in order to stimulate the blood circulation, 
reeing yoursel  rom the bodily inactivity and rela ing the mind.3

Recently the ascetic and mystical aspects o  ’ai hi h’ an have awakened the 
attention of Christian theologians, who have encountered the ancient Chinese disci-
pline as an e perience o  prayer and meditation, not only in isolation but also in 
relationship with others.4 This dimension of “shared” meditation was one of the 
cores of Moving the Silence.

uring our rehearsals, in complete silence I taught the first part o  the long orm 
of T’ai Chi Ch’üan Yang-style, as transmitted by the renowned Master Chang Dsu 

ao, composed o  10  techni ues.

3  Da Liu, Tai Chi Chuan e meditazione, baldini, Roma 1 .
4  Roberto assi, Ignazio uturello, avide Magni, rancesco omatis, Corpo e preghiera, Città Nuova, 
Roma 2012.
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By teaching the form in silence, I encouraged the other performers to follow it 
without ear o  mistakes and without the pressure to remember the movements 
e actly: the purpose o  those sessions was simply to gain confidence with the orm 
in order to taste a combination of movement and breathing technique. I believe that 
T’ai Chi represents a perfect combination of meditation and performative arts. I 
was confident that it could be a stimulating starting point.
Silence orced me to find new ways to teach the techni ues. I was o ten uestio-
ning mysel : should I e plain some important detail or not, should I correct my 
ellows or not, should I ust show the orm as a model, letting them make their 

own mistakes and proceeding at their own speed or is there a way to help them to 
grasp more uickly some undamental skill? I was a raid to step back to the old 
Chinese pedagogy, where some masters never gave corrections to their own pupils, 
since they thought it was useless to do so: a pupil will always repeat the same 
mistakes as long as he is unaware and when he becomes aware he’ll need no more 
corrections»,5 repeated ancient masters.
On the other hand I did not want to take the opposite position: to impose my proce-
dures on the others, forcing them to learn “correctly”. Of course, the technique is 
something which presupposes precise rules, but I believe that every person has the 
right to attain the same skill walking on a personal path: I think knowledge can be 
really learnt only i  there is an interest rom within. I cannot orce the awakening 
of this interest, but I can help it somehow, offering opportunities. Master Chang 
Dsu Yao believed it was important to correct the pupils with words, but most of all 
with practical e amples, giving them the possibility to visualize the master and to 
observe themselves at the same time without the use o  sight, ust becoming aware 
o  their own body-sensations. Since I could not use words, in the beginning I ust 
invited the performers to follow the whole form of T’ai Chi Ch’üan several times, 
and then we repeated a single movement together several times. With the use of 
gestures every now and then I underlined some important details. Sometimes I 
showed the martial application of one movement, in order to help the understan-
ding o  the dynamic. In some cases I ad usted a per ormer’s posture by touching 
her him. I still elt I was instructing too much rom outside, leading the attention o  
my fellows where it was supposed to go, but somehow forcing them to follow my 
own logic and speed.
Silence and repetition anyway led me naturally and gradually towards a change of 
attitude, which accidentally helped me to get closer to the original spirit of T’ai Chi 

h’ an: slowness, rela ation, meditation. I began more and more to slow down 
the rate o  e ecution o  the orm together with my breath-rhythm and I attempted 
to work as deeply as possible or mysel . At the place o  detailed e planations on 

5  Ivi, p. 41.
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single techni ues, I ust remained still in one single posture or several minutes, 
giving time to the participants to feel their own bodies in that posture and to grasp 
from me all the details they wanted, according to their own interest and attention. 
This is actually an ancient Chinese practice, the Chan Chuang (站桩, «standing 
like a post ), e tremely use ul to accustom the body to a correct e ecution o  the 
techniques.
In parallel with T’ai Chi and meditation-practice, I introduced some free bodily 
e ploration-e ercises, encouraging interaction with basic elements o  nature such 
as water, air, fire, earth and so on, relying on the Orazio osta mimic method as a 
supportive pedagogical tool: this made-in-Italy-method is based on a se uence o  
e ercises meant to stimulate our capacity to empathize with any element o  nature, 
animate or not.
Even though the method encourages the use of voice in synergy with body move-
ments, the basic practice o  e periencing the natural elements with the five senses 
is a fundamental training of active silence, which allows us to establish a strong 
link with our sylvatic  dimension in order to recover our physical and psycholo-
gical balance, and also to build a spiritual resonance with the natural world. It is 
interesting to notice that the spiritual importance of such training is underlined by 
many masters o  ’ai hi h’ an. ere below, or e ample, are the simple words o  
master hang su ao, as recorded by his pupil, master Roberto assi: Improving 
the sensorial perception is important not only in martial arts but also in meditation 
and  in everyday li e. Perceiving  means: to become aware .6

A remarkable e perience was the moment when ’ai hi h’ an and elements-
mimic began to interact.
That happened as a spontaneous consequence, whenever we were practicing the 

’ai hi h’ an immediately a ter a long e ploration o  an element: a ter the 
water-mimic, or e ample, I became e tremely aware o  the fluidity connecting the 
movements of the T’ai Chi Ch’üan form and I felt I could connect one posture to 
the other much better. After the stone-mimic, my T’ai Chi Ch’üan became remar-
kably slow and rooted and I could distinguish much better the shi ting o  the weight 
rom one leg to the other, in particular e periencing a sensation o  ullness in the 

body parts which were more Yang (heavy and strong).
Among the per ormers there were two pupils o  mine, rom my ordinary Kung 

u-classes: it was interesting to notice how they could learn aster and more preci-
sely by following such silent classes. In particular, they improved the sense of 
unity, the flow connecting all the steps and figures. Silence, repetition, stillness and 
slow speed somehow awakened rom within their own capacity to watch, memori-
ze and per orm, as I could not do previously by means o  many words.

6  Ivi, p. 33.
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I believe such results should be taken into account by teachers o  psycho-physical 
disciplines. or my immediate uture, I am planning to develop urther such a peda-
gogy o  silence, as a privileged field or activating non-verbal ways o  learning.
The Moving the Silence – per ormance had its première on th ebruary 201 , a ter 
a our-month-work without use o  speech.
The basic structure of the performance included long moments of stillness and 
silent meditation, mimic e plorations o  air, water, earth and stone, an e ercise 
o  authentic movement based on a mental visualization o  a tree, weight shi ting 
combined with a h’i Kung breathing techni ue, ’ai hi h’ an and mimic inte-
raction, a mimic improvisation with the fire element which could break the serious 
and slow flow, a final orm o  ’ai hi h’ an per ormed by all per ormers in sync. 
In the meanwhile, an Ikebana composition would be created by Rev. enri and our 
guest dancer Gesa Piper would be meditating in the lotus posture throughout the 
whole event.

he space would be flat, with no separation between per ormers and audience, the 
sitting places would be meditation cushions arranged in two concentric ellipses  in 
the center, a wide empty space for the main actions.
All performers were starting sitting-meditation one hour before the beginning of 
the performance and would continue meditating in stillness for other ten minutes 
together with the audience.
Spectators were free to choose whether to watch at the performance or to meditate 
with closed eyes throughout the whole event.

he last run through be ore the première was open to the audience. or the first 
time there was a huge number of spectators and I felt I could not maintain my own 
attention focused on the inner processes of the meditation throughout the perfor-
mance. hen the audience came in, a ter the first hour o  meditation, my heart 
began to beat faster and a part of me was aware of all reactions of the people around 
me. It was a struggle. ortunately, the structure o  the event was so meditation-
oriented as to recall my attention back to my inner work many and many times. At 
the end o  the run through I elt tired and I could recognise same kind o  doubts on 
the aces o  my ellows: could it be that it is impossible to meditate, in the presence 
o  spectators? annot we definitively learn not to be a raid o  others’ udgements 
or dependent on others’ e pectations?

hen we looked at the audience. Some o  them did not move rom their sitting 
places and remained with their eyes closed. One woman had tears in her eyes: she 
shared later that she felt a healing process happening in herself during the perfor-
mance and some deep trouble o  hers melted into peace: this was the first o  a long 
series of similar sharing that we have collected after each performance. Here below 
is a short uotation rom an article published on the web, talking about our per or-
mance, which describes the process from the point of view of one spectator.
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ut is there a place or udgment, estimation, or interpretation when the meditation is 
brought to the stage? And how does the spectator’s e perience change i  he stays non-
udging, non-estimating and non-interpreting? he brightly lighted lotus-ikebana is truly 

captivating. The performance is over now and I have none inner impulse to leave this 
space but a strong one to stay witnessing. Still body, non- udging mind. I recognize my 
kinesthetic response to this space – space ull o  silence (Maria, dancer and columnist)

e realized that the audience was not actually looking at us: many people were 
witnessing our actions, dealing with their own inner processes, as well as we were 
doing. I elt a big relie : we were not responsible or the success o  the meditation 
o  the audience  we had to leave it in the hands o  the spectators.

he day o  the première I no longer had an iety. hen the audience came in, I was 
so ocused in my meditation that I did not e perience any remarkable change in my 
inner peaceful attitude. The sole variation was that it felt easy to spread my love all 
around me, towards our visitors.
Of course, I cannot force myself to love, if I intend love merely as an emotion. 

ut love is not ust eeling, it re uires will. Love is an inner attitude which may 
be trained in order to become a stable habit, it is «an act of courage»,  as the great 

razilian pedagogue Paulo reire (1 21-1 ) wrote, and commitment to the 
others :9 in the case of our performance, that meant for me to welcome the audien-
ce in the silence of my heart, in an attitude of acceptance of every single spectator 
as a special person, taking the risk and the commitment towards them to be ust 
myself, without acting for the whole duration of the event, remaining faithful to 
my tasks. An inner silent dialogue between me and the others aroused without use 
of any mental word, in the simple terms of being present with them, sharing same 
silent space.
As reire said: Love is at the same time oundation o  the dialogue and dialogue 
itself».10  
I started to en oy the new situation o  shared silence. ay by day, I could deepen 
the interaction between my creative e pressivity and meditation, maintaining my 
attention focused on my inner processes and letting the movements happen freely.
Some eedbacks rom the audience underlined the importance o  such events in 
contemporary society, describing the performance as a beautiful and holy space 
where people could ust be, ree rom any definition. ven though in the Moving the 

  Abstract from an article about oving t e i ence. ou may read the ull version on line: Maria 
Prokhorova, oving t e i ence: t e most si ent erformance in t e usiest time  201 , http: www.
liikekieli.com archives 1 . 
  Paulo reire, Pedagogy of the oppressed, he ontinuum International Publishing Group, New ork 

200 , p. 
9  Ibid.
10  Ibid.

http://www.liikekieli.com/archives/5671
http://www.liikekieli.com/archives/5671
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Silence-per ormance we put on the stage our own specific spiritual practices, the 
artistic event was free from any religious connotation. Differently from churches, 
synagogues or meditation-centres of several traditions, our space was not selecting 
people in terms of beliefs and religion, since it was a place for art, but still it main-
tained a declared meditative purpose.

he renowned atholic theologian Romano Guardini (1 -1 ) defines a holy 
place as a space denied to any pro ane use and consecrated to the religious cult :11 
Guardini wrote that a place becomes holy ust i  God consecrates it, and that 
happens when God enters into it ,12 reminding the reader that of course Christians 
believe that God is omnipresent, but there are places where God is present in a 
«new and particular way»,13 which are «separated from the purposes of everyday 
life».14

I think that the stage o  our per ormance became holy, in the e tent that it opened us 
to an honest attitude of introspection, to the wonder of witnessing, and to the “reli-
gious cult  o  worshiping the presence o  the God within us : our own deep essen-
ce. or e ample, many spectators shared that they had an opportunity to reflect 
about their own inner silence or about the place that silence had in their own life. 
Some others could ace their own automatic pattern to udge and could train the 
counterbalancing attitude o  witnessing. he most recurrent words were:
-Being
- eauty beauti ul
-Peace calmness
-Holy
-Inner silence
The structure of the event proved to be rich in symbols, which I could not even 
imagine be ore. or e ample, the two polarities in and ang came out rom the 
presence o  Rev. enri and Gesa, disposed on the two opposite sides o  the room: 
one man working with water, scissors and flowers and a woman meditating with her 
eyes closed, in per ect stillness. Action and peace, daily li e and spiritual search: 
they were harmonically mirroring each other.
By entering the space, some people felt that we were isolated, separate beings in the 
same place, and the whole performance was a slow process of mutual attunement 
until we could move in sync per orming the ’ai hi h’ an: the ending repre-
sented our perfect attunement, transforming our own individual meditation into a 
shared prayer. Other spectators could discover uplifting messages of hope, recal-

11  Romano Guardini,  testamento di es , Vita e Pensiero, Milano 2005, p. 54.
12  Ibid.
13  Ivi, p. 55.
14  Ibid.
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ling human beings to their own noblest ideals. The following quotation is another 
fascinating interpretation in the words of a spectator.

eauti ul and strong, also a holy e perience. It made me think o  all the monasteries, 
meditation places, temples, people who meditate together or alone as a net of silent 
oases around the world that actually keep this crazy world together and prevent it rom 
alling apart (Kat a, musician and theatre pedagogue).

Personally, during the per ormances I e perienced same kind o  challenges that 
I face in meditation, such as restless thoughts and emotions coming and going, 
and the same processes and e ects, such as concentration, e pansion o  a sense 
of inner peace, awareness, vitality. The slow rhythm of the performance and the 
silent atmosphere allowed us to spend a long time in each phase of the structure for 
waiting and listening. In many occasions I had the feeling that things were happe-
ning by themselves ust at the right moment and surprisingly they were di erent 
every time.

he per ormance resonated in tune with the di erent backgrounds o  the specta-
tors, allowing them to grasp new meanings and links with their own pro essional 
or spiritual interests. Some of them were glad to have the challenging opportunity 
not to analyze, but ust to be there. Some others spontaneously wanted to write their 
own eedbacks and in many cases I had the impression o  reading the descriptions 
o  many di erent per ormances. or e ample, here below I uote two eedbacks, 
describing the performance.

he first one is clearly reflecting the pro essional-dancer-background o  the 
spectator.

Gradually and slowly like a flower blossom two o  the per ormers move out o  the blan-
kets. yes closed, movements abstract and ormless still not chaotic. he two happen 
to meet each other and remarkably the duet does not get captured into a movement flow 
common to contact improvisation techni ue. It simply keeps the two aware and curious 
about each other.
As gradual and slow other performers come out of still meditation. And after a while 
with all my knowledge and e perience in Authentic Movement, an e pressive improvi-
sational movement practice, I find mysel  witnessing its session happening as a per or-
mance. I witness the participants sensing their inner body-mind processes, recognizing 
their intuitive impulses and ollowing them e pressing movement. Nothing is directed 
nor predicted to them. And as an essential part of Authentic Movement practices the 
movers are passively observed – observed by us, the audience of the performance.15

15  M. Prokhorova, . cit..
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he second eedback has been written by a spectator with hristian religious 
background.

I heard the murmur of the water. The meditator sitting close to me seemed to be rinsing 
his hands in the bowl in ront o  him, dropped his cloak and began to open himsel . I 
do not know i  he was washing away some stain rom his past but as he rose up gently 
he was more and more light and was moving with firm and light steps, with ability and 
control, raising his arms and legs. In the end all the meditators had risen up and were 
moving alone, without looking at each other. I thought they were together but alone. 
It made me sad. When all the meditators had “opened up from their shells” and had 
danced, each on his own place, now light without their own burden, the dance became 
happier and they danced in a circle, together, happier and happier. They smiled at each 
other mildly and looked happy together and their aces were shining. Alone together  
became “all together”. Only one meditator sat during the whole performance still on her 
place with a calm ace. Maybe the cup o  her prayers had not yet been filled enough or 
the purification (Liisi, spectator).

I suppose that such a variety of interpretations has been possible because of the 
simplicity of the structure of our performance. While building the sequence of our 
actions, we attempted to apply the basic principle o  the Ikebana, the apanese 
art o  arranging flowers: taking away all the unnecessary and keeping only the 
few elements which gave harmony. We attempted to never push the action and 
we tried to let it happen, listening to the same silence together with the audien-
ce. The ten minutes of silent meditation with the audience, in the beginning, and 
the long period of standing meditation during the weight shifting, in the halfway 
through the performance, were in this sense very important moments to restore 
our capacity of listening. There were no sounds, no entertaining movements. We 
took the risk to break the rhythm generated by the flow o  the movements. ut we 
never interrupted the inner flow o  meditation. I believe that especially these two 
moments allowed our per ormance to become a meditation: both the per ormers 
and the audience had the opportunity to go back into themselves. As per ormers, I 
think we have been able to use those periods to root ourselves in meditation, and to 
maintain a meditative attitude during the phases of movement.
In other words, I believe that our performance could become a meditation because 
we were not performing meditation, but we were meditating while performing.

Conclusion
Throughout our rehearsals of the Moving the Silence-per ormance, I realized that 
the core of my interest was not silence in itself, but the meditative attitude gene-
rated in silence. Among all the positive a ter-e ects o  our practice, I could a firm 
that our working atmosphere has been a concrete answer to the problem o  the 
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stress caused by a dispersive environment. At the beginning o  our e perience, or 
e ample, I had to fight against my own rooted habit o  looking or alse rela ation 
by means o  distractions, especially during the pauses: it was not easy to accept ust 
to be. I noticed that at the end o  our working days I was tired, because o  my e ort 
in concentration. I felt tired, but not stressed at all. And little by little I became 
capable o  working or many hours in a condition o  rela ed concentration. I could 
observe similar changes in the whole group.

he ne t step o  my artistic research is developing creative strategies to retaliate 
periods for silence, solitude or ascetic practices within the frame of an average 
working and amily-day. ven better: how to integrate our own inner hermit with 
our own social nature? My intention is not to escape society, by renouncing the 
world: I believe that a certain amount o  solitude may help me to be more rooted 
into reality and to better live my life.
What is the difference between isolation and loneliness? How to balance the propa-
ganda pro-e troversion o  a society based on communication with the need to 
withdraw into ourselves, at a times, and with the possibility o  making introvert 
choices?
In September 201  we began a creative ourney through voluntary seclusion: the 
Hermits in Progress-pro ect. Our research-team is currently composed by artists, 
monks, nuns, hermits and spiritual seekers rom di erent religious backgrounds. 
Some of them were performing in oving t e i ence.
Our basic idea is to gently taste hermitic li e (  voluntary seclusion rom the world), 
diving into some of its various possibilities, maintaining an approach comprehen-
sive both of artistic and spiritual dimensions.
The Hermits in Progress-pro ect provides about twelve e periences o  voluntary 
solitude in form of short retreats, throughout a whole year, aiming towards the birth 
of a performance.

e are aiming to trans orm such a direct personal e perience into an event open 
to audience: as artists, we want to awaken uestions about the meanings and the 
potential o  such an e treme spiritual choice in our mass-mediatic society. As spiri-
tual researchers, we are interested in developing new creative ways to make hermi-
tic e periences available in everyday li e.
Regular reports about our retreats are available on my blog: gabrielegoria.
wordpress.com.
The rehearsals of the Hermits in Progress-performance will start in October 2014, 
a ter a preliminary work o  recollection o  all our retreat-e periences: again, we are 
not pre-selecting the shape o  the event, but we rely on an organic and slow work 
of spontaneous maturation.
I am confident that the score o  the per ormance will reveal by itsel .


